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VOICE V



A R T E X H I B I T I O N



CHAOS

1 TO 21 SEPTEMBER 2014

LEE KONG CHIAN SCHOOL OF

BUSINESS



VOICE V



VOICE V: Art as a VOICE for the SMU students; the artist as the mediator

The VOICE that we intend to feature is not simply the singular voice of

the artist, but the louder, collective VOICE of the larger student body.

Our artworks thus are to be representative of the voices of the people;

our artworks are going to be about SMU students’ struggles, issues and

experiences.

“You must have chaos within you to give birth to a dancing star.”

-Friedrich Nietzsche

Artdicted presents to you VOICE V, an annual exhibition displaying works

by SMU artists. This year’s theme is CHAOS, which is a celebration of each

artist’s inner chaos, anarchy, and dysfunction, expressed on a canvas. The

term “CHAOS” implies many things-personal chaos, economic chaos,

structural chaos, political or societal chaos. CHAOS is the driving force that

inspires us to think beyond the confines of society and structural institutions.

Don’t panic. CHAOS is good.



ARTDICTED

Artdicted is SMU’s very own student-run visual arts Club. Since

its inception in 2005, it has played an active role in promoting

an appreciation for the arts through exhibitions, art jams, and

master classes with visiting artists. Apart from its contributions

to University student life, Artdicted seeks to play an active role

within the vibrant Bras Basah-Bugis (BBB) district.



Curator's

word

We tend to think of chaos in negative terms. Disruption. Disorder.

Messiness. These are all ways in which we would conventionally define the term. Chaos is something to avoid, or to repair, by all means

necessary.

To artists though, chaos is sometimes embraced as a driving force

for creativity. Lest you think that I am advocating making a mess for

its own sake - no, not quite. It’s about making sense of the mess;

joining dots where they have not be joined before, framing it from

another perspective, and revealing something that may have always

been felt but not seen. This is what it means to create. This takes

bravery. This is the art we are after.

In this fifth edition of Artdicted’s annual VOICE series, artists were

invited to reflect upon the many iterations of chaos within their lives.

This showcase is the culmination of their explorations in response

to the theme through drawing, painting and installation. While the

results may not seem ‘chaotic’ on the surface, they all stem from a

place of valuing disruption, examining disorder, and changing one’s

frame around messiness to say, ‘Hey, this is a good thing.’



Regina De Rozario

Curatorial Advisor, VOICE V

Senior Manager, Arts, Office of Student Life



BELINDA SNG

WAN XUAN

"where is the chaos?"

watercolor on paper, 9" x 9"

Belinda Sng Wan Xuan is a sophomore

from School of Economics.

In this piece of artwork, exploration of

chaotic elements is represented throughout

the whole piece of work itself.

This work is a reflective piece as suggested

by the title of it, where is the chaos indeed?

Is it the tornado or is the chaos within the

house? The style of painting is also chaotic

and the tornado is a mess of dots. The

chaos may very well all be in your mind,

in how you see things. Being confined

in a small frame, the work of chaos is

compartmentalised, highlighting that the



chaos in life should be put aside and not let

it affect all aspects of life.



CHEN MINSI



"The butterfly effect"

Paper Origami, 197" x 157"

CHEN Minsi is a senior at the School

of Social Sciences in SMU. She has been

doing paper origami since she was 6. The

Butterfly Effect is her second large-scale

origami artwork since her last VOICE

exhibition in September 2013.

It fell to the floor, an exquisite thing, a

small thing that could upset balances and

knock down a line of small dominoes

and then big dominoes and then gigantic



dominoes, all down the years across

Time…It couldn't change things. Killing

one butterfly couldn't be that important!

Could it?

—	

From "A Sound of Thunder,"

by Ray Bradbury



GOH KAI

YANG

"a parallel universe"

mixed media, varied

dimensions

Kai Yang is a senior from

School of Accountancy who

loves creating art, whether it

is traditional or digital and using different mediums. Being

a VOICE participant for the

third time in a row, she has

long grown accustomed to being seen as the “odd” one in

the family.

What if the conditions of the

birth of the universe went

down a very different path?

Two scientists have discovered

that the collapse of the universe

should have been inevitable

due to the existence of the

Higgs field, and the Earth, Sun

and all the planets would not

have existed. The very fact that

we (and everything else) exist

is a miracle. This installation

reflects the inner chaos and

fragility that reside in the

world we live in and draws a

parallel between the birth of

the Universe and the creation

of an artwork, which often

embodies inner conflict.



GOH YU

HAN

"listen"

mixed media,

14 of 16" x20"

Goh Yuhan is a senior from Lee

Kong Chian School of Business.

She has been working with kids

since the start of her adulthood

and wants to use her personal

voice to give them a voice; to become an advocate for children’s

voices.

THIS WAS NOT AN ART

CLASS.

14 young artists.

14 paintings to see.

14 stories to tell.

Listen, and you will hear, the

chaos, in their hearts, their lives,

their souls. Look, and you will

see, the chaos, they present,

baring it all, finally, without

restraint. Or maybe, not.

There is beauty, and there is evil.

There is death, and there is life.

There is anger, fear, grief, and

there is joy, gratitude, hope. May

these works touch you, and let

their stories connect to yours.

Listen, to their voices.
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